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March 11, 2019 
 
The Honorable Robert Hertzberg 
California State Senate 
State Capitol, Room 313 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
 
Re: SB 134 (Hertzberg) – Water conservation: water loss performance standards: 

enforcement - SPONSOR and SUPPORT 
 
Dear Senate Majority Leader Hertzberg, 
 
The California Municipal Utilities Association (CMUA), representing publicly-owned water 
agencies and electric utilities, is pleased to sponsor and support your SB 134, related to water 
loss enforcement. 
 
As California continues to grapple with the impacts of climate change on the state’s water 
resources, conservation and water use efficiency activities are foundational elements of long-
term water supply planning and sustainability. CMUA was proud to support SB 606 (Hertzberg) 
and AB 1668 (Friedman) in the 2017-2018 Legislative Session, which will help advance the goals 
of the California Water Action Plan by establishing a new and comprehensive framework for 
“Making Conservation a California Way of Life,” including individualized water use objectives 
for local water agencies and additional requirements for urban water management plans and 
drought planning. We believe the package is a balanced, flexible approach and productive path 
forward for both the state and local water suppliers.  
 
A key part of the discussion during the development of SB 606 and AB 1668 was the inclusion of 
volumetric water loss reductions in the overall urban water use objective, particularly because 
SB 555 (Wolk) already included a regulatory path for the development of water loss 
performance standards. In the final legislation, water loss was included but there were 
concerns even at the time that, in addition to being a flexible element in the objective, the 
volumetric water loss standard could be enforced as a standalone target. This double-jeopardy 
enforcement does not occur with any of the other elements that are included in the objective 
(e.g., 55 GPCD for indoor use) and is contrary to the spirit of the conservation legislation. 
 
CMUA member agencies are fully committed to continuing their water conservation, water use 
efficiency and water loss reduction programs to best serve their communities and meet the 
objectives outlined in the conservation legislation. SB 134 is a common-sense measure and 
complements these efforts by providing clarity for water suppliers that volumetric water loss 
performance standards are only enforceable as part of the overall water use objective.  
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For the reasons stated above, we thank you for your efforts to introduce SB 134 and we are 
proud to sponsor and support the measure. Please contact me at dblacet@cmua.org or 916-
326-5802 with any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Danielle Blacet-Hyden 
Director for Water 
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